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In 2021, IP and patent litigation stakes 

were heightened by disputes related to 

Covid vaccine development and a spate of 

nine-figure mega-verdicts across industries.  

While it’s not news that patent litigation can 

result in very sizeable monetary damages, 

the uptick in activity nonetheless drew 

headlines. Going into 2022, patent holders 

from small to large entities are increasingly 

aware of this development and are 

becoming more sophisticated in evaluating 

and asserting patent portfolio value. Below, 

we explore the key patent litigation trends 

that companies can expect in 2022. 

    Patent holders will turn to  
    divestitures to indirectly monetize  
    corporate patent portfolios 

Often, operating companies and universities 

with patent portfolios have business 

conflicts or reputational concerns that 

prevent them from pursuing affirmative 

litigation as named plaintiffs. While not 

exclusively, many such patent holders are 

electing to sell or divest patents to special 

purpose vehicles (SPVs) to monetize value 

without assuming reputational risk or 

damaging client relationships.

Intellectual property and patents shape corporate 
growth, credibility and profitability, but the litigation 
associated with IP and patents is known for its high 
cost, complexity and duration. 
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Still, many companies remain uncertain 

as to how best to capitalize on patent 

value and evaluate the risk/reward of 

pursuing infringement clams. Even those 

companies with large patent portfolios and 

established affirmative recovery programs 

may not know whether their portfolios 

are litigation-grade—particularly if the 

patents weren’t prosecuted with affirmative 

licensing in mind.

Whether such companies capitalize on 

their patents through divestitures or not, 

all have invested significant amounts of 

time and money into developing patents 

and intellectual property and are wise 

to explore their portfolios’ true value. By 

working with a legal finance provider, patent 

holders benefit from otherwise unavailable 

third-party data, gain access to experts 

in evaluating litigation assets and receive 

guidance on how to best capitalize on their 

patent portfolio and improve or implement 

an affirmative recovery program. 

    Complex medical device technology  
    will drive patent activity  
Burford’s IP team is fortunate to get an early 

look at opportunities involving cutting-

edge technologies, among them augmented 

reality (AR), electric engine technology 

and wearable medical monitoring device 

technology. We’re often asked about the 

litigation activity related to these new 

technologies, but in reality, the commercial 

market for such technologies has yet to fully 

develop, meaning there are often not enough 

related sales or other market data to support 

high-stakes patent litigation activity.  

Burford’s IP and patent legal financing 

focuses instead on complex, high-volume 

technology that has well-established 

commercial success. This has historically 

included  semiconductors, 5G technology, 

LED lighting, robotics, energy, alternative 

“
By working with a legal 
finance provider, patent 

holders benefit from 
otherwise unavailable third-
party data, access experts in 
evaluating litigation assets 

and receive guidance on how 
to best capitalize on their 

patent portfolio and improve 
or implement an affirmative 

recovery program. 

”  
fuels and medical devices. These technologies 

have been in the market long enough, and 

have the necessary level of market activity, to 

result in meritorious disputes.

In 2022, we expect these technologies to 

drive market activity and are keeping a 

particularly close eye on health sciences-

related technology. The increased pandemic 

related attention and pressure on the medical 

and healthcare industries over the past two 

years have precipitated an intensified effort 

by those industries to innovate. 

Intellectual property and patents are 

essential to protecting and advancing 

medical innovation, and with the uptick 

in R&D, we expect patent litigation and 

patent transactions to become more closely 

intertwined with medical device technology. 

As medical device companies build their 

patent portfolios and evaluate potential 

infringement, they should consider working 

with a legal finance team whose day-to-day 

focus is on identifying and evaluating the 

litigation value and risk of patents and IP. 
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